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ABBREVIATIONS
AMP

Asset Management Plan

CRC

Current replacement cost

DA

Depreciable amount

DDA

Disability Discrimination Act

IRMP

Infrastructure Risk Management Plan

MMS

Maintenance management system

LTFP

Council’s Long Term Financial Plan

RV

Residual value

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The purpose of the Buildings and Structures AMP is to outline a broad approach asset management,
demonstrate proactive management of assets (and services provided from those assets) and model the
funding required from the assumptions developed for those assets. This Asset Management Plan (AMP)
is to be read in conjunction with Council’s Asset Management Policy, Asset Management Strategy and
the following associated planning documents:
• Community Plan
• Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP)
• Council’s Development Plan
• Annual Business Plan and Budget (ABP&B)
• Building Code of Australia (BCA) and National Construction Code
• Disability Discrimination Act requirements (DDA)
• Community Land Management Plans
• Permits for use of Council facilities by external parties
• Management Agreements for the management of Council facilities
• Preliminary Disability Access Report
This AMP covers all Council controlled buildings and structures within the City of Mount Gambier as
indicated in the following summary:

Table 1. Building and Structures covered by this Plan
Asset Category

Number of

Carrying Value ($)

Buildings

259*

$52.167M

Structures

290

$13.326M

TOTAL

$65.493M

*includes all components of buildings as they are recorded as separate assets on the asset register
Key stakeholders in the preparation and implementation of this AMP are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Key Stakeholders
Key Stakeholder

Role in AM Plan

Councillors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executives

Customers

Represent needs of the community and stakeholders
Set targeted sustainability ratios
Ensure organisation is financial sustainable
Adopt Strategic Plans and approve Budgets
Asset Management Plan
Annual budget
Portfolio sponsor
End users of service/assets
Licence/Leaseholders

Insurers
Contractors/suppliers
Government
Building Maintenance Business Unit

Strategic Finance & Accountability
Business Unit
Finance Business Unit

1.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partner with Council to mutually cover risk exposure
Support the provision of human and physical resources
External valuations, including insurance valuations
Provides occasional grants to Council for building projects
Responsible for actual maintenance and renewal for identified
buildings and structures
Contract manage relevant building maintenance contracts
Council’s LTFP
Asset valuation and depreciation
Procurement facilitation

Goals and Objectives of Asset Management

The Council exists to provide services to its community. Some of these services are provided by building
and structure assets. Council has acquired assets by purchase, construction and by donation/gift.
Council’s goal in managing building and structure assets is to meet the defined level of service in the
most cost effective manner for present and future consumers. The key elements of building and structure
asset management are:
•

Taking a life cycle approach to developing cost-effective management strategies for the long term

•

Providing a defined level of service and monitoring performance in line with stakeholder needs

•

Managing risks associated with asset failures and disasters

•

Having an LTFP which identifies required, affordable expenditure and how it will be financed

•

Continuous improvement in asset management practices. 1

This AMP is prepared under the direction of Council’s Community Plan which represents the vision,
aspirations and priorities of the community now and into the future.
Our Vision is: An inclusive city where people lead fulfilling lives.
The objectives contained within the Community Plan fall under four key themes:
Our People

A safe, inclusive city where access to quality services and facilities
supports a socially connected, vibrant and healthy community

Our Location

A perfectly centered place where people aspire to live, work, visit
and invest

Our Diverse Economy

A diversified, innovative and resilient economy that generates jobs
and services

Our Climate, Natural Resources,
Arts, Culture and Heritage

A culturally-inspired city that strives to minimise its ecological
footprint.

1

IIMM 2006 Sec 1.1.3, p 1.3

Key envisaged outcomes, projects and services described in the Community Plan that directly relate
Council’s building and structure asset management are:
•

Provide and advocate for appropriate and accessible services and facilities

•

Development of public spaces to support community connectedness

•

Generate pride in our environment, culture and heritage by actively learning about, promoting and
preserving our heritage.

A ‘top down’ approach has been used where analysis is applied at the system or network level to meet
minimum legislative and organisational requirements for sustainable service delivery and long term
financial planning and reporting.
Future versions of the AM Plan will move towards ‘advanced’ asset management using both a hybrid ‘top
down’ and ‘bottom up’ approach for reporting up to date information about individual assets.
This plan is prepared to facilitate community consultation and in line with section 122(6) and 122(7) of the
Local Government Act the draft plan is made available to the public at our principal office for feedback.
Future revisions may include greater community consultation on service levels and costs of provision to
assist Council and the community in balancing the level of service needed and/or desired with the
community’s ability and willingness to pay for the service(s).

1.3

Plan Framework

Key elements of the Plan are
• Levels of service – specifies the services and levels of service to be provided by Council.
• Future demand – how this will impact on future service delivery and how this is to be met.
• Life cycle management – how Council will manage its existing and future assets to provide the
required services.
• Financial summary – what funds are required to provide the required services.
• Asset management practices.
• Monitoring – how the Plan will be monitored to ensure it is meeting Council’s objectives.
• Asset management improvement plan.

A road map for preparing an Asset Management Plan is shown below.
Figure 1: Road Map for preparing an Asset Management Plan
Source: IIMM Fig 1.5.1, p 1.11

AM PLAN
REVIEW AND
AUDIT

IMPLEMENT
IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGY

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, and DATA IMPROVEMENT

CORPORATE PLANNING
Confirm strategic objectives and establish AM
policies, strategies & goals.
Define responsibilities & ownership.
Decide core or advanced AM Pan.
Gain organisation commitment.

REVIEW/COLLATE ASSET INFORMATION
Existing information sources
Identify & describe assets.
Data collection
Condition assessments
Performance monitoring
Valuation Data
DEFINE SCOPE &
STRUCTURE OF PLAN
ESTABLISH LEVELS OF SERVICE
Establish strategic linkages
Define & adopt statements
Establish measures & targets
Consultation

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Develop lifecycle strategies
Describe service delivery strategy
Risk management strategies
Demand forecasting and management
Optimised decision making (renewals, new works,
disposals)
Optimise maintenance strategies

FINANCIAL FORECASTS
Lifecycle analysis
Financial forecast summary
Valuation Depreciation
Funding

IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Assess current/desired practices
Develop improvement plan

IS THE PLAN
AFFORDABLE?

ANNUAL PLAN /
BUSINESS PLAN

ITERATION
Reconsider service statements
Options for funding
Consult with Council
Consult with Community

2.

LEVELS OF SERVICE

Levels of service provide the basis for life cycle management strategies and works programs, whilst
supporting the Council’s strategic goals. Ongoing planning for the ownership and management of
Council’s buildings aims to ensure that building assets provide, or help to provide, appropriate services
for the community.

2.1

Legislative Requirements

Council has to meet many legislative requirements including Australian and State legislation and State
regulations. These include:
Table 3: Legislative Requirements
Legislation

Requirement

Local Government Act, 1999

Sets out role, purpose, responsibilities and powers of local governments
including the preparation of a long term financial plan supported by
infrastructure and asset management plans for sustainable service delivery.

Development Act and subordinate legislation
(example Development Plan and Building
Code)

Provides Council with the legislative framework to guide the preservation and
enhancement of its buildings and structures.

Heritage Act, 2004

An Act that conserves places with heritage value

Building Code of Australia, 2016

States the minimum requirements for the design, construction and
maintenance of buildings

Australian Accounting Standards

Sets out the financial reporting standards relating to the valuation and
depreciation of assets

Work Health and Safety Act, 2012

Secures the health, safety and welfare of persons at work

Asbestos Removal Code of Practice

The management and maintenance of asbestos in accordance with the code

Disability Discrimination Act (DDA), 2012

An Act that bans discrimination of people based on a disability

Environmental Protection Act, 1997

An Act that covers the protection of the environment

2.2

Building Importance/Criticality

In order to manage Council’s buildings more effectively, buildings are in the process of being grouped
based on level of importance and criticality. Table 4 provides an outline of Council’s envisaged building
categorisation.
Development of Council’s categorisation and understanding of building and structure assets is a priority
to enable better planning for annual budgeting, capital renewal and maintenance requirements. This will

ultimately establish more specific levels of service required per building group/category and expenditure
prioritisation into the future.
Table 4: Building Categories/Groupings
Category

Criticality
rating

Description

Service Standard

A

Significant

High profile facility of major local or
regional significance;
Facility used as a key revenue generator
and/or houses a key service deliverable;
Facility is occupied and usage is high;
No alternative building or facility available
for temporary retention of service
delivery;
Impacts on Council reputation is at
significant risk.

Building and facility to be in best
possible condition.
High level of accessibility and
appearance.
Full replacement cost method.
Minimal deterioration.

B

High

Facilities are important to operations;
Facilities with important public interface
and/or heritage;
Facilities requiring good public
presentation and high quality working
environment;
Possible alternative building or facility
available for temporary retention of
service delivery;
Impacts on Council reputation is a high
risk.

Building to be maintained in good
condition operationally and
aesthetically.

C

Medium

Non-critical facilities including most
buildings supporting typical/standard
local government service standards;
Usage of facility is adhoc and/or
supportive of service rather than a
significant provider in its own right;
Possible category for community and/or
heritage facilities;
Impacts on Council reputation is a
medium risk.

Building to be in reasonable to
good condition, meeting full
operational requirements. Likely to
reach end of life before renewal.

D

Low

Non-critical facilities used for basic
functional performance;
Facilities can easily operate in basic
condition;
Alternative buildings or facilities readily
available;
Impacts on Council reputation is a low
risk.

Building to meet minimal
operational requirements.
Maintenance is minimal. Will reach
end of life before renewal.

E

Minimal

Building is no longer operational.
Pending disposal or demolition.

Building can be allowed to
deteriorate. Must be marginally
maintained to meet minimum
statutory safety and aesthetic
requirements.

Future iterations of this Plan will expand on this categorisation by providing examples of buildings and
numbers of buildings defined per category. At the time of writing this Plan, this information was not yet
finalised.
To support these groupings, Council is in the process of developing criteria or attribute questions. These
questions record certain attributes of buildings that assist in determining the category (refer Table 4) that
the building should be defined as. Examples of attributes currently being developed include:
•

Usage of facility

•

Facility profile

•

Current occupancy

•

Community significance

•

Revenue generation

•

Alternative building availability

•

Building closure community reaction.

A key future task of Council is to assess buildings by the attributes determined to ensure a consistent and
methodical approach to categorising the relevant assets. Once the grouping of each building asset is
known, high-level financial modelling can be completed and assessed in conjunction with Council’s long
term financial plan and strategies. Future iterations of this Plan will expand on these attributes and asset
categorisation to provide a more complex understanding of Council’s building assets.

2.3

Current Levels of Service

Council has defined service levels in two terms:
1. Community Service Levels
These relate to how the community receives the service in terms of safety, quality, function, quantity,
reliability, responsiveness and cost/efficiency.
2. Operational or Technical Service Levels
These measures relate to the allocation of resources to service activities that the Council undertakes
to best achieve the desired community outcomes, whilst meeting all legislative requirements.
Council’s current service levels are detailed in Table 5.

Table 5 Current Service Levels
Key Performance
Level of Service
Measure
COMMUNITY LEVELS OF SERVICE
Quality
Provide buildings that are
fit for purpose

Performance
Measure Process

Performance Target

Current Performance

Customer
service
requests
Condition rating

Less than 2 per month for
any particular building or
structure

Less than 2 per month
for any particular building
or structure

Buildings and structures
are
available
and
accessible for intended
use at all times (apart
from during times of
maintenance)

Customer complaints
relating
to
unavailability
of
building or structure

Less than 2 per month for
any particular building or
structure

Less than 2 per month
for any particular building
or structure

Building facilities meet
user requirements

Usage of facility

TBC

Safety

Provide buildings that
comply with the principles
of the BCA and DDA
Buildings are free from
hazards

Asbestos

Ensure that all building
facilities meet asbestos
regulations

Number of injury
incidents relating to
health, safety and
disability for Council
owned buildings and
structures
Asbestos
registers
onsite and program in
place to remove
and/or
manage
asbestos from, in and
around buildings

Average usage of facility
50% occupancy for each
building
Less than 3 per month per
building or structure

<2 incidents per year

0 incidents reported

Number of complaints
relating to minor
maintenance matters
Condition rating of all
buildings by qualified
personnel

Less than 5 per month for
any particular building or
structure
All Council owned buildings
– Average rating no lower
than “average”

Less than 5 per month
for any particular building
or structure
TBC

Function

TECHNICAL LEVELS OF SERVICE
Condition
Carry
out
routine
maintenance on buildings
and structures
Provide facilities that are
in a safe and well
maintained condition

Less than 3 per month
per building or structure

Compliance

Compliance with Building
Codes and technical
standards

All new work and
significant
refurbishment
to
comply with current
standards

Development Act approval
and
compliance
with
Building Code of Australia

Plans and specifications
are submitted to gain
development approval

Accessibility

Provide DDA compliance
to Council buildings and
structures

Review all Council
owned buildings for
DDA compliance

•

Council assesses 50
buildings per annum for
DDA compliance
Develop and implement
annual works program
to address identified
DDA issues

Council recently had a
consultant prepare a
report
on
disability
access to a number of its
buildings

Costings/Affordability

Operational expenditure
costs are known

All plant, labour and material
costs booked to work orders
for individual buildings

Safety

Condition
assessment
surveys to identify any
issue relating to occupier
safety

Introduction of work
order costing system
to track maintenance
of buildings
Building and structure
condition
assessments to be
carried out on a one in
three year cycle

All plant, labour and
material costs booked to
work orders for individual
buildings
Issues addressed as they
are
identified,
assessment frequency
not currently stipulated

•

Identified safety issues are
documented and included in
works program for the
following financial year
budget

2.4

Desired Levels of Service

At present, indications of desired levels of service are obtained from various sources including, residents’
feedback to Councillors and staff, service requests and correspondence. Council has still to quantify all
desired levels of service. This will be incorporated in future revisions of this Infrastructure and AMP.

3.

FUTURE DEMAND

3.1

Demand Forecast

Factors affecting demand include population change, changes in demographics, seasonal factors,
consumer preferences and expectations, economic factors, environmental awareness, changing
legislative requirements, risk management practices, etc.
Demand factor trends and impacts on service delivery are summarised in Table 6
Table 6: Demand Factors, Projections and Impact on Services
Demand factor

Present position

Projection

Impact on services

Population

26,276

32,000 people by 2027 2

Demographics

Ageing population

Climate change

More demand for indoor recreation
facilities, air conditioned buildings and
recreational shade/weather protection
structures
Compliance with BCA but not 100%
compliance with DDA

Population growth will
have marginal impact on
existing services
Increase in aged care
accommodation
and
facilities to service the
elderly. Disability access
will become increasingly
important.
capital expenditure as
required
to
meet
community needs and
expectations
Demand for retrofitting
buildings
for
DDA,
environmental
sustainability etc. and
impact on
financial
resources
in
the
provision
of
new
buildings

Legislative
changes

3.2

(census 2016))

Demand for indoor multipurpose
recreation facilities and weather
protection structures over outdoor
recreation facilities
Increasing
legislative
and
governance demands for full DDA
compliance, long term financial
sustainability,
environmental
sustainability for the existing building
stock as well as pressure for
additional buildings

Changes in Technology

Technology changes are forecast to have little effect on the delivery of services covered by this Plan, but
will likely improve customer feedback and advice to Council (eg. Web based communication to Council,
smart phone technology, automated monitoring of building services, online/interactive building
lighting/art).
Council will face increasing community pressure to retrofit existing facilities with technology that will
improve the overall environmental sustainability of the facility and safety.

2

Referenced from Community and Recreation Hub Feasibility Study

Technology changes forecast to affect the delivery of services covered by this plan are detailed in Table
7.
Table 7: Forecast changes in technology and effect on service delivery
Technology Change

Effect on Service Delivery

CCTV Cameras

Council are in the process of implementing CCTV systems and
this may be able to be utilised in asset management,
assessment and surveillance to assist in reduction of damage to
its buildings and structures.

Interactive Building aesthetics

•

Building projections, permanent architectural projection

•

Storytelling, interpreting and sharing local heritage

•

Urban transformation and creative initiatives through public
art

Automatic
systems

detection

and

safety

Expansion of electronic access to buildings, automatic closing &
locking of buildings (i.e. do not have to be in the facility itself)

Robotics and artificial intelligence

Robotic cleaning equipment and self-cleaning buildings such as
self-cleaning toilets and other facilities.

Plant & Equipment

Updated plant & equipment may result in improved service
delivery within a more efficient timeframe and to a better
standard.

Mobile computing

Use of improved technology for condition rating may lead to
increased data integrity and ability to link to GIS for improved
visualisation. Will also mean simpler and more efficient
information transfer without double handing of data.

Environment Sustainability

Installation of energy and water saving equipment for
environmental responsibility and for cost efficiency.

3.3

Impact of Climate Change

There is continuing discussion about changing climate conditions including increased rainfall, sea level
rise and the magnitude and frequency of major weather events. It is unlikely that climate change will
affect building assets significantly during the period covered by this plan.
Mount Gambier is located in a volcanic region and Council’s risk assessments and disaster recovery
plans provide for catastrophic events such as this and/or other extreme natural phenomena.

3.4

Demand Management Plan

Demand for new services will be managed through a combination of managing existing assets, upgrading
of existing assets and providing new assets to meet demand. Demand management practices include
non-asset solutions, insuring against risks and managing failures.
Non-asset solutions focus on providing the required service without the need for the organisation to own
the assets, such as leasing arrangements or providing services from existing infrastructure which may be
located in another community area or contributing to capital improvements of another organisation that
provide benefits for our community. An example of this includes, the Mount Gambier Airport, located
outside the City of Mount Gambier boundary, however Council has committed to contribute funding to

upgrade its facilities. Other non-asset solutions include managing expectations in relation to service
standards and service failures by controlling or softening demand.
The current lack of information on the extent of service provision required to meet community demand for
buildings makes it difficult to assess the gap between the community desires/needs and existing service
provision. Opportunities identified to date for demand management are shown in Table 8. Further
opportunities will be developed in future revisions of this AM Plan.
Table 8: Demand Management Plan Summary
Service Activity

Demand Management Plan

Operations

Utilise office space more efficiently.
Identify buildings not being used to their full potential and consult the community on
other uses.

Financial

Develop long-term financial management plans to ensure financial sustainability

DDA provision improvements

To enact works programs developed as part of the accessibility assessment identified in
Table 6

Environmental sustainability

Use Triple Bottom Line analysis (refer CHAT) to assess whether any identified project is
to proceed.
Council will need to ensure that the community is aware of this Plan and understands
the long term financial implications.

Public Toilet Facilities

Councillors and community have recently encouraged investment in building renewal for
primary public toilet facilities.
Intelligent waste management systems.

4.

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN

The lifecycle management plan details how Council plans to manage and operate the assets at the
agreed levels of service (defined in the section “Levels of Service”) while optimising life cycle costs.

4.1

Background Data

4.1.1

Physical Parameters

The assets covered by this Plan are shown in Table 1.
Council uses the following components to assist with valuation, condition and more accurately reflect
useful life as the components that make up a building are dissimilar in nature.

Table 9: Building Components and Average useful life
Building Component

Average Useful Life for
component (years)

Structure

77

Roofing

40

Services

50

Fitout

19

Over 5% of Council’s building and structure assets are identified as heritage. At the last external
valuation completed as at 1 July 2016, significant correspondence was undertaken with the external
valuers to better align the useful lives of significant heritage assets based on their historic performance.
Due to this, the average useful life of the building structure component has been slightly elevated to 77
years (previously estimated to be between 50-60 years).
Generally the building and structure assets mentioned above are in fair to good condition although asset
ages vary considerably across the City. Council has limited data on the age profile of its Asset stock but
does have an increasing understanding of the condition data for building and structure asset categories.
Council uses a combination of the age and condition data to set future works programs and also to
prepare risk control strategies.

4.1.2

Asset Capacity and Performance

Council’s services are generally provided to meet design standards where these are available.
Council engaged a consultant in July 2018 to complete a preliminary disability audit on a selection of
buildings including public amenities and heritage sites. Refer Appendix A for a copy of the Preliminary
Disability Access Report.
The Preliminary Disability Access Report (the Report) provides a snapshot of where Council is at in terms
of general disabled access. It also identifies buildings (including surrounds) that are not meeting
compliance standards and should be ear marked for demolishing or significant works. At the time of
writing this Plan, further analysis of the Report was in progress. Council’s key tasks in relation to the
Report are to:
•

Consult with the community

•

Prioritise works to be completed

•

Design and project cost works

•

Ensure strategic alliance (both financial and non-financial)

Future iterations of this Plan will provide further detail on forward works programming.

4.1.3

Asset Condition

Council’s building and structure assets were last assessed for condition as at 1 July 2016 by external
consultants as part of the revaluation process. The condition is measured using a 0 – 5 rating system. 3
The condition profile of Council’s assets will be further assessed by technical building experts and include
review of compliance standards, appearance, security, fit for purpose and environmental fitness and be
reflected in future updates of this Plan.
Table 10: Condition Rating Scale
Rating

Rating Title

Description of Condition

1

Excellent

New or as new condition. Only planned maintenance required

2

Good

Well maintained, good condition. Minor maintenance required
plus planned maintenance

3

Average

Average condition with minor maintenance required

4

Poor

Significant renewal/upgrade required (start of rapid decline)

5

Very Poor

Unserviceable/ approaching obsolescence. Asset renewal or
disposal required

The condition profile of Council’s building and structure assets is shown below in figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2: Building and Structure Asset Condition Profile

3

Opteon (SA) Pty Ltd Condition Assessment Method

Figure 3: Building and Structure Asset Summary by Condition

4.1.4

Asset Valuations

The value of building and structure assets covered by this AMP is summarised below. Building and
Structure assets were last re-valued at 1 July 2016 by Opteon (South Australia) Pty Ltd.
As at 30 June 2018 the value of these assets was:
Total Value (at cost & fair value)

$ 99,286M

Accumulated Depreciation

$ 33,793M

Carrying Amount

$ 65,493M

Annual Depreciation Expense

$ 2,363M

Council’s sustainability reporting shows the rate of annual asset consumption and compares this to asset
renewal and asset upgrade and expansion.
Asset Consumption

2.38%

($2,363M ÷ $99,286M x 100)

Asset Renewal

0.71%

($0.705M ÷ $99,286M x 100)

Asset Renewal & Upgrade

1.11%

($1,104M ÷ $99,286M x 100)

These calculations are based on values as at 30 June 2018. The percentages indicate that Council
needs to increase its annual expenditure on buildings and structure renewal by a factor of 3.35 times
(calculated by: 2.38 / 0.71 = 3.35 times).
As mentioned earlier in the Plan, Council is working towards assessing and categorising its buildings and
structures assets with the outcome of a considered approach to renewal forward programming to reduce
the 3.35 times deficiency. One of the first steps in this process was the commissioning of the Preliminary
Disability Access Report.

4.2

Risk Management Plan

An assessment of risks associated with service delivery from infrastructure assets identifies critical risks
to Council. The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood of the risk event
occurring, the consequences should the event occur, develops a risk rating, evaluates the risk and
develops a risk treatment plan for non-acceptable risks.

4.3

Operations and Maintenance

Routine maintenance is the regular on-going work that is necessary to keep assets operating, including
instances where portions of the asset fail and need immediate repair to make the asset operational again.
Operational activities are those that consume resources to ensure the asset levels of service are met, for
example, cleaning and consumables. Key drivers for these type of expenses are frequency/volume of use
and opening hours.

4.3.1

Maintenance Plan

Maintenance includes reactive, planned and cyclic maintenance work activities.
Reactive maintenance is unplanned repair work carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.
Planned maintenance is repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management
system (MMS). MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
experience, prioritising, scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done to develop a
maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery performance.
Cyclic maintenance is replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is
undertaken on a regular cycle and may include painting, re-roofing, replace occasional window etc. This
work generally falls below the capitalisation threshold.
Maintenance expenditure trends are shown in Figure 4.
Even with the introduction of a dedicated building maintenance crew within the field staff structure (which
began operating from 1 July 2017), current and anticipated maintenance expenditure levels are
inadequate to maintain current service levels and the use of contractors is required.
Assessment and prioritisation of reactive maintenance is undertaken by Council staff using experience
and judgement.

4.3.2

Standards and Specifications

Maintenance work is carried out in accordance with the following Standards and Specifications:
•

Current Australian and Industry Standards

•

Work Health Safety Act and Regulations.

4.3.3

Summary of Future Maintenance Expenditures

Future maintenance expenditure is forecast to trend in line with the value of the asset stock as shown in
Figure 4. Note that all costs are shown in current 2019 dollar values.

Figure 4: Maintenance Expenditure
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Council have recently expanded and are still in the process of refining our use of Work Orders to provide
improved data on building maintenance expenditure. Future iterations of this Plan will see improved
information in this area.
Deferred maintenance, i.e. works that are identified for maintenance and unable to be funded are to be
included in the risk assessment process in the Infrastructure and Asset Risk Management Plan.
Maintenance is funded from Council’s operating budget and grants where available. This is further
discussed in Section 5.2.

4.4

Renewal / Replacement Plan

Renewal expenditure is major work which does not increase the asset’s design capacity but restores,
rehabilitates, replaces or renews an existing asset to its original service potential. Work over and above
restoring an asset to original service potential is upgrade/expansion or new works expenditure.

4.4.1

Renewal Plan

Assets requiring renewal are identified from one of three methods:
• Method 1 uses Asset Register data to project the renewal costs using acquisition year and useful life
to determine the renewal year
• Method 2 uses capital renewal expenditure projections from external condition modelling systems
• Method 3 uses a combination of average network renewals plus defect repairs.
A combination of methods 1 and 2 were used for this Plan.
Renewal will be undertaken using ‘low-cost’ renewal methods where practical. The aim of ‘low-cost’
renewals is to restore the service potential or future economic benefits of the asset by renewing the
assets at a cost less than replacement cost.

4.4.2

Renewal Standards

Renewal work is carried out in accordance with the following Standards and Specifications:
•

Current Australian and Industry Standards
o

Building Code of Australia 2016

o

Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)

•

Work Health Safety Act and Regulations

•

Best Industry Practice Standards

4.4.3

o

Asbestos Removal Code of Practice

o

Electrical Wiring Code AS3000

Summary of Future Renewal Expenditure

Projected future renewal expenditures are forecast to increase over time as the asset stock ages. The
costs are summarised in Figure 5. Note that all costs are shown in nominal dollar values.

Figure 5: Projected Capital Expenditure over next 10 years

Planned renewals are to be funded from Council’s capital works program and grants where available.
This is further discussed in Section 5.2. Council has recently taken the first step towards improving its
buildings and structures planned renewal programming by using remaining useful life estimates. Future
iterations of this Plan will become more detailed as Council continues to develop its assets categorisation
and information. It should be noted that the forecast renewal is currently based on depreciation. Council’s
uses straight line depreciation for its building and structure assets and does not believe this to be an
accurate reflection of what amount should be spent in any one year on asset renewal. Rather

depreciation can be used as a guide over the life of the asset and hence in some years renewal will be
less than depreciation, whilst in other years, renewal will be greater depending on the value of assets that
require works.
Deferred renewal, i.e. those assets identified for renewal and not scheduled for renewal in capital works
programs are to be included in the risk assessment process in the Risk Management Plan.
Major or significant assets forecast for partial and significant renewal works over the next 10 years are
shown in table 11.
Table 11: Major Assets forecast for renewal works
Asset

Year

Budget Estimate $’000

Railway Station Building

2020

$ 371

Public Amenities – Valley Lake

2020

$ 200

Vansittart Park – Grandstand

2020

$ 150

Lakes Area – Lookouts (various)

2021

$ 241

Lakes Area – Conservation Park (various)

2021

$ 240

Umpherston Sinkhole – Shelters (various)

2021

$

Public Amenities – TBA

2022

$ 208

The Old Gaol and surrounding assets/structures

2023

$ 406

Cave Gardens – stormwater, structures, street
furniture

2023

$ 220

Lakes Area
underpass

2024

$ 805

Public Amenities - TBA

2024

$ 216

Hastings Cunningham Reserve (various)

2025

$ 79

Vansittart Park (various)

2026

$ 450

Public Amenities - TBA

2026

$ 225

Reidy Park Centre

2027

$ 321

Carinya Gardens (Crematorium)

2027

$ 340

City Hall

2028

$ 629

Civic Centre

2028

$1,800

Public Amenities – TBA

2029

$ 234

Council Depot – Services

2029

$ 104

Railway Lands – shelters (various)

2029

$ 123

–

Lookouts

(various)

including

99

These items are subject to change as Council gathers detailed information about its buildings and
structures and should be used as a guide only. All amounts are shown at nominal rates.

4.5

Creation / Acquisition / Upgrade Plan

New works are those works that create a new asset that did not previously exist, or works which upgrade
or improve an existing asset beyond its existing capacity. They may result from growth, social or
environmental needs. Assets may also be acquired at no cost to the Council from land development by
private developers or gift/donation.
An estimate of $60,000 pa has been included in financial forecasts for building new facilities, upgraded or
additions to facilities within recreational reserves every year for the life of this Plan.
An estimate of $60,000 pa has also been included in financial forecasts for air conditioning system
renewals every year for the life of this Plan.
Council has recently submitted application for funding to build a $39.1M Community and Recreation Hub.
Should the funding applications be successful and Councillors approve to go ahead with building the
facility, it will result in the largest infrastructure asset investment in Council’s history. For this reason,
expenditure on other new assets has been kept minimal pending a successful funding outcome.

4.5.1

Selection Criteria

New assets and upgrade/expansion of existing assets are identified from various sources such as
community requests, proposals identified by strategic plans or partnerships with other organisations.
Candidate proposals are inspected to verify need and to develop a preliminary renewal estimate. Verified
proposals are ranked by priority and available funds and scheduled in future works programmes. Council
ultimately makes the decision on priority ranking of new assets based on this information.

4.5.2

Standards and Specifications

Standards and specifications for new assets and for upgrade/expansion of existing assets are the same
as those for renewal shown in Section 4.4.2.

4.5.3

Summary of Future Upgrade / New Assets Expenditure

New assets and services are to be funded from Council’s capital works program and grant funding where
available. This is further discussed in Section 5.2.

4.6

Disposal Plan

Currently there are no assets in the buildings and structures category that are listed for disposal. Council
is considering the demolition and renewal of public amenities.
At the time of writing this report demolition has been completed for the CWA Building on Lawrence Street
and the former SA Ambulance and St Johns Building on Penola Road.

5.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

This section contains the financial requirements resulting from all the information presented in the
previous sections of this AMP. The financial projections will be improved as further information becomes
available on asset technical details and condition, desired levels of service and current and projected
future asset performance.

5.1

Financial Statements and Projections

5.1.1

Sustainability of Service Delivery

There are two key indicators for financial sustainability that have been considered in the analysis of the
services provided by this asset category, these being long term life cycle costs and medium term costs
over the 10 year financial planning period.

Long term - Life Cycle Cost
Life cycle costs (or whole of life costs) are the average costs that are required to sustain the service
levels over the longest asset life. Life cycle costs include maintenance and asset consumption
(depreciation expense). The buildings and structures annual consumption cost for the services covered
in this Plan is $2,363M.
Life cycle costs can be compared to life cycle expenditure to give an indicator of sustainability in service
provision. Life cycle expenditure includes maintenance plus capital renewal expenditure. Life cycle
expenditure will vary depending on the timing of asset renewals.
The average renewal gap between required expenditure, i.e. annual depreciation and proposed
expenditure is $1,530M.
A gap between life cycle costs and life cycle expenditure gives an indication as to whether present
consumers are paying their share of the assets they are consuming each year. The purpose of this Plan
is to identify levels of service that the community needs and can afford and develop the necessary long
term financial plans to provide the service in a sustainable manner so that future generations are not
burdened with failing assets.

Medium term – 10 Year Financial Planning Period
This AMP identifies the estimated maintenance and capital expenditures required to provide an agreed
level of service to the community over a 20 year period for input into a 10 year financial plan and funding
plan to provide the service in a sustainable manner.
This may be compared to existing or planned expenditures in the 20 year period to identify any gap and
improvements required. In a core AMP, a gap is generally due to increasing asset renewals or
underfunding of capital renewal programs.
Figure 5 shows the projected asset renewals in a 10 year planning period from the asset register. The
projected asset renewals are compared to planned renewal expenditure in the capital works program and
capital renewal expenditure. Figure 6 shows the annual and cumulative funding gap between projected
and planned renewals.

Figure 6: Funding Gap

Table 12 shows the difference (in $’s) between Projected and Planned funding. This difference is referred
to as the funding gap referenced by the blue line in Figure 6. The cumulative renewal gap is the
accumulation of yearly renewal gaps and is equal to the total amount of shortfall in funding at any point in
time. It should be noted, the cumulative funding gap was $4.91M in year 2019 of the previous version of
this Plan, however figure 6 shows a starting point of year zero as the 10 year lifecycle starts from a zero
base for comparitive purposes.
Table 12: Projected and Planned Renewals and Expenditure Gap – 20 years
Year

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039

Projected Renewals
$’000

2,356
2,403
2,451
2,500
2,550
2,601
2,653
2,706
2,760
2,816
2,872
2,929
2,988
3,048
3,109
3,171
3,234
3,299
3,365
3,432

Planned Renewals
$’000

939
721
135
985
1,165
588
1,189
849
3,161
758
3,983
7,078
2,490
2,496
438
6,121
3,723
2,377
3,428
2,964

Average Funding Gap =
Note:

Renewal Funding
Gap
$’000

Cumulative Gap
$’000

-

-

-

-

-

1,417
1,683
2,316
1,516
1,386
2,014
1,464
1,857
401
2,058
1,111
4,148
498
552
2,671
2,950
489
922
63
468

1,417
3,100
5,416
6,932
8,317
10,331
11,795
13,652
13,251
15,309
14,198
10,050
10,548
11,100
13,771
10,821
10,332
11,254
11,191
11,659

$582,968

Projected renewals assumed to increase in value by 2% per annum until 2039

Providing services in a sustainable manner will require matching of projected asset renewals to meet
agreed service levels with planned capital works programs and available revenue.
A gap between projected asset renewal expenditure and actual (planned) expenditure indicates that
further work is required to manage required service levels and future planned expenditure funding needs
to eliminate any funding gap.
Council will need to manage the ‘gap’ by developing this AM Plan to provide guidance on future service
levels and resources required to provide these services, and to ensure that the gap closes to a
controllable level.

5.2

Funding Strategy

Projected expenditure identified in Table 12 is to be funded from Council’s operating and capital budgets.
The funding strategy is detailed in Council’s Long Term Financial Plan.
Achieving the financial strategy will require a commitment from Council in further budget considerations
to make up the gap between projected and planned expenditure. As can be seen in Table 12 and figure
5, if this gap isn’t managed then over a 20 year period there is likely to be a cumulative shortfall in funds
of $11.6M should renewal funding assumptions remain at 100% of depreciation. Due to the nature of
building and structure assets, it may be unreasonable to assume 100% renewal as some assets may
never be renewed. Future iterations of this Plan will provide more detail on this area and if any
adjustments are likely to have significant effect on long term asset sustainability and also what injection of
funds will be required to close the gap.
Other options to assist reducing the cumulative funding gap include:
•

Grant funding

•

Fundraising

•

Alternate revenue streams

•

Sale of underutilised assets

•

Change in services and service levels

•

Refinement of CPI and consumption rates and assumptions.

5.3

Valuation Forecasts

Asset values are forecast to increase as additional assets are added to the asset stock from construction
and acquisition by Council and from assets constructed by land developers and others. Depreciation
expense values are forecast in line with asset values based on asset condition depreciation and will be
adjusted in accordance with asset revaluations which will occur from time to time taking into account
condition assessments and additional asset age data.
The depreciated replacement cost (current replacement cost less accumulated depreciation) will vary
over the forecast period depending on the rates of addition of new assets, disposal of old assets and
consumption and renewal of existing assets. Council may wish to explore the option for limited asset
disposal of buildings and structures whilst still maintaining a reasonable and acceptable level of service to
the community.

5.4

Key Assumptions made in Financial Forecasts

This section details the key assumptions made in presenting the information contained in this Plan and in
preparing forecasts of required operating and capital expenditure and asset values. It is presented to
enable readers to gain an understanding of the levels of confidence in the data behind the financial
forecasts.
Key assumptions made in this Plan are:
•

Asset condition and valuation has been determined by Opteon (South Australia) Pty Ltd.

•

Straight line depreciation of asset condition has been assumed but in reality the asset condition tends
to drop off significantly towards the end of the asset life. This sharp drop off will impact on funding
requirements needed to maintain asset stock in a reasonable condition and therefore Council’s
approach is to renew assets before this sharp drop in asset condition. i.e. Council intends to continue
with its asset renewal plans before assets reach the end of their serviceable life. Opteon (South
Australia) Pty Ltd have determined the residual value for buildings and structures assets.

•

This AM Plan was put together based on the information at hand at the time of preparing the Plan.
As asset information is updated and more accurate information becomes available, this Plan will
become more accurate.

•

With respect to Table 12 projected renewals are assumed to increase in value at a rate of 2% per
annum. Any variation from 2% can affect the cumulative gap significantly (the data presented in this
report is very sensitive to this assumption).

•

As the security of funding to build a new Community and Recreation Hub is unknown, depreciation
and renewal programming for the purpose of this Plan has not been adjusted. Consideration of these
items will have a significant impact on future iterations of this Plan.

Accuracy of future financial forecasts may be improved in future revisions of this Plan by the following
actions:
•

Full cost attribution on future works programs through more sophisticated accounting measures

•

Improved data collection and condition assessment of assets and recording of this data in Council’s
asset management program.

5.5

Improvement and Monitoring

5.5.1

Accounting and financial systems

Council uses Civica Authority as its accounting and financial system. This system integrates with
Council’s asset management system another module of the Civica Authority suite.
The Australian Accounting Standards provide the benchmark against which Council reports on asset
accounting. Council’s current capitalisation threshold is $5,000.
The link between asset management and the financial system includes:
•

The assumed works programs and trends

•

The resulting budget, valuation and depreciation projections

•

Useful life analysis (including renewal projections)

•

Inputs to Council’s LTFP and ABP&B

5.5.2

Required changes to accounting financial systems arising from this AM Plan

Changes to accounting and financial systems identified as a result of preparation of this IAMP are:
Table 13: System Improvements
System Improvements

Responsibility

•

Management Accountant,
Assets Officer

Classification of capital expenditure as renewal and upgrade/new
o

Apportioning upgrade asset expenditure to more accurately
reflect a renewal portion

•

Development of a single corporate asset register

Assets Officer

•

Improved forecasting and development of asset registers and
information including:

Executives

o

Categorisation of assets

Management Accountant

o

Assigning assumed financial modelling per asset category

Elected
Members
Executives

o

Determining assets that will not be renewed and are being
considered for disposal

o

Refining forward works programming and assumptions

/

Management Accountant

•

Improved recording for planned and reactive maintenance expenditure
in the general ledger and workorder Authority set up

Assets Officer

•

Identification of leased/licenced assets and consideration of such in
relation to renewal modelling

Management Accountant

•

Documentation of service standards for each building category

Executives

•

Establishment of unit rates for maintenance and renewal works where
possible

Management Accountant,
Assets officer

•

Detailed building condition ratings by technical persons.

Technical Expert
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AND

To: City of Mt Gambier
Attention: Manager Engineering Design and Contracts
Re: ‐Disability Access ‐ Preliminary Audit

Attached please find the Preliminary report on the current state of compliance with respect to
Disabled Access for Council Buildings as provided.
The list of buildings provided by Council were in the main older buildings, toilet blocks and some
Heritage buildings built well prior to the Disability Discrimination Act of 1992 and appear to be well
located for the anticipated use at the time. The majority of toilet blocks appear to have been built in
the ‘70s/’80s of similar design and floor plan with some modifications thereafter to accommodate
better access and in some cases, larger pan areas for ease of access.
As initially indicated the report is a “Preliminary Audit” only for an indication of broad levels of
compliance.

Dave Vandborg
Building Surveyor

Introduction

The following report provides an in initial assessment of disability access to certain Council buildings,
indicating a broad level of Compliance with respect to current standards.
It is to note that the majority of buildings were constructed in excess of 30 years (old toilet blocks)
prior to current legislation in the Building Code of Australia and indeed before little consideration
was given to disabled access.
The audit report is confined to Council owned buildings frequently accessed by the public. Buildings
on Council land but not owned by Council were not assessed.

The current Australian Standard AS 1428.1 Design for Access and Mobility and the Access to
Premises Standard 2010 were used as the reference level as this is what any future development
should aim to adhere to.
The audit report does not offer any specific design solutions as many older buildings simply can not
be “modified” in any way to meet current standards. Some comment is made on general access to
buildings as a guide only.
In addition, due to the general non‐compliance of many buildings, and the clear need for re‐
construction or major addition, detailed assessment of items such as lighting, tactile indicators,
braille, or hearing augmentation has not been carried out as this would be addressed in any new
work.
Further, the combined precinct of the main corner with Old Town Hall and Institute building is a
complex mix of uses in a State Heritage building. The need for security between uses within this
complex does limit access in some areas.
In this instance a more holistic assessment is required which needs to address design options and
the impact on Heritage, mixed use and of course the limits of the building foot print.

Attached is an Advisory Note from the Government Dept Planning Transport and Infrastructure
which provides some guidance on when buildings need to be upgraded under legislation such as the
Building Code of Australia. It should be noted that it is often not feasibl; construction or cost
implications may limit options to provide full disabled access in existing buildings and the legislation
recognises that.
However, Council may determine that buildings be replaced or upgraded based on:




the level of use – current and projected
the extent of non‐compliance
community expectations

and develop a policy to prioritise projects in future schedules of works over the next ten years.
Some photos have been included within the report – additional photos are attached in an appendix.
Attached also is a C.V. brief of D. Vandborg.

Access reports
Asset # 485 Lakeside cemetery Toilet Block
Comment
Level of Compliance ‐ LOW
Public Use for cemetery and for adjacent “Curators Office’.
Male and Female ‘disabled’ . Size as per old legislation ‐ limit on circulation however works
No designated vehicle park and general access via dirt track
Step up to paved area
Recommendation
Possibly Limited use consideration given to upgrading vehicle and pedestrian access
Building remain and assess in 5 years with view to extending.

Asset # 8054 Lakeside Cemetery Curator’s Office
Comment
Level of Compliance – LOW
Small Heritage building with no toilet facilities
Significant steps to rooms
Recommendation
Heritage with limited and specific use.
Any alteration for access a major structural matter
Building to remain as is.

Asset # 489 Corriedale Park Toilet
Comment
Level of Compliance ‐ LOW
Not able to get access to building ( tennis only?)
General access limited – grass area only ‐no dedicated path – no dedicated car park
Recommendation
Based on previous designs unlikely to meet current requirements
Need to determine extent of use and persons to be accounted for.
Structurally OK – alterations necessitate major structural works to add on
Demolition recommended.

Asset # 507 Bus Facility Toilet ‐ Jubilee Highway
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ Medium
Corrugated iron structure
No designated car bay – access from car park ramp OK
Door 10mm narrow but accessible at 840mm.
Pan has no back rest, flush difficult to access.
Surrounding lighting minimal.
Recommendation
The building remain and assess in 5 years.

Asset # 513 Engelbrecht Cave ‐ Toilet Block/Office/Kiosk
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ MEDIUM
Designated car bay for disabled however limits to get past the wheel stop
Path to kiosk OK – door to Kiosk and door to deck with toilets OK
Toilets doors OK to old legislation – size of toilets as old legislation
Recommendation
As a cave there is limited access for any disabled to past the Kiosk
The building provides adequate facilities.
Building to remain – assess alterations to carpark.

Asset # 517 Toilet – Vansittart Park (behind Grandstand ).
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ LOW
General access form surrounding paving OK
No disabled toilets – poor standard
No other disabled toilets nearby ( other side of ground near playground)
Recommendation
Poor standard of toilet requires major over haul.
Demolition and construction of appropriate facilities recommended

Asset # 7942 Public Toilet Block ‐ Vansittart Park(playground)
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ HIGH
General access is acceptable though some paths leading to it have uneven surfaces and
deteriorating edges.
No designated car bay for this
Toilet sizes are satisfactory
Recommendation
High compliance – minor works to paths
Structure to remain – assess in 10 years

Asset # 519 Vansittart Park ‐ Spectator Stand
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
General access ramp can be considered acceptable to limited shelter area.
Recommendation
Consideration to rails at end of high end of ramp.
Assess in 10 Years

Asset # 7934 – Grandstand – Vansittart Park
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ LOW
Old raised structure with extensive steps to access seating
Designated disabled car bays nearby to allow parking and viewing to Oval ‐ bays are not
individual and may be confusing.
Recommendation
Not feasible to provide disabled access to the grandstand unless major works to side which
would impact on Heritage nature of building.
Assess whether additional undercover structures may be built
Major works – assess in 3 years

Asset # 8157 Alex Roberts centre – Vansittart Park
Comment
Compliance Level – Medium
General access provided to the side of the building with double doors.
Front entry is raised and ramps not appropriate
No designated car bay
Toilets good and in accord with current requirements other than the door which is 20mm
short on full clearance ( 830mm as to 850mm )‐ no impact on access
Recommendation
Well provided to remain.
Consider changes to car park to suit and better signage/lighting
Assess in 10 years.

Asset # 533 Radio Club House Olympic Park
Comment
Compliance level – Not Applicable
Steel frame shed at rear of buildings ‐ used for storage only.
Recommendation
No action to be taken as limited use and access.

No Photo

Asset # 535 Toilet – Olympic Park
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No designated access from kerbed carpark
Pathway OK – Structure OK
No disabled toilets within the building
Size of building limits options
Recommendation
Formally assess need for nearby sporting area – to provide disabled requires demolition ‐ or
major addition could be considered as there is room to do this.
If a required ablution block schedule works soon 12 months.

Asset # 541 Toilet Block – Hastings Cunningham Reserve
Comment Compliance Level – LOW
Generally no suitable access – lawn,mud – no designated car bay
Appears to limited use from within the park
Disabled toilet has been built as per old standard – door narrow – limited circulation space
Size of structure limits options
Recommendation
Assess against the need – possible to add on however overall access to the building needs to
be considered – demolish and re‐build preference. Assess 12 months.

Asset # 594 Toilet Block – Valley Lake Conservation (Wildlife ) Park
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No designated car park – access path is loose rubble
No disabled toilet
Structure OK – room to add on
Recommendation
Assess ability to add on new section and upgrade parking and access. 12 months.

Asset # 595 Toilet Block Valley Lake – Playground
Comment
Compliance level ‐ Medium
Dedicated access ramp quite lengthy – dedicated central disabled toilet has minor issues
such as hand towels etc.
Structure OK
Recommendation
Assess to rectify minor matters next 12 months.
Assess again in 5 years

Asset # 652 Riddoch Art Gallery
Comment
Compliance Level – HIGH (noting within the Main Corner complex )
One disabled toilet exists within the main corner complex an access to this is good.
Access within the gallery area is good and a lift exists for access to higher level.
Recommendation
The current situation remain. As part of the main corner complex this complete
development requires a formal assessment taking into account the link with the Main
Corner Building, Old Town Hall and Institute Building which have certain constraints on
access to certain areas.

Asset # 7127 Main Corner Building.
Comment
Compliance Level – HIGH
Good access to entrance, through out and provision of toilets.
No toilet at upper level though lift access down to toilets.
Recommendation
In conjunction with Old Town Hall etc complete review to be undertaken. Next two years.
Main Corner section to remain as is.

Asset # 7891 Old Town Hall
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
There is a lift to upper level though upper toilets are not accessible at all.
Access throughout is quite cumbersome with various uses and security required in places.
Recommendation
That complete review be undertaken in the next two years in conjunction with the overall
main Corner and Institute building.

Asset # 8085 Main Corner – Roof – Not Applicable

Asset # 13659 City Hall
Comment
Compliance Level – HIGH
Good access and Adequate toilet facilities. Minor issues such as back rests to pan etc ‐
meets previous standard well.
Recommendation
Within the Main Corner complex as such and may be part of complete review.
Suggest this remain as a separate entity.
Review in 10 years.

Asset # 13758 Institute Building
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
Within the main Corner complex as such and should form part of the overall review.

Recommendation.

Asset # 662 Toilet Block – Ripley Arcade – James Street
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
Structurally sound ‐ good access from car park
Some rails missing and minor matters to address
Recommendation
Assess to rectify repairs in next 12 months. To remain.
Further assess in 5 years.

Asset # 665 Umpherston Sinkhole – Entrance
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
Ramp to lookout point may be slightly steep ‐swale drain excessive depth for disabled.
Recommendation
Provide a ‘passing lane’ area mid way along the path.

Asset # 8042 Umpherston Sinkhole – Toilet Block
Comment
Compliance level – MEDIUM
Designated Female/Disabled toilet.
Access is a long path from road/park and whilst bitumen, it is steep up to the toilet.
Circulation issues.
Recommendation
Location may be the issue and consideration given to a new structure closer to the parking
with better access.
Currently appears not to be an extended stay when looking at the sink hole thus toilets not
heavily used?
Major review in 2 years with view to new complex.

Asset # 8046 Umpherston Sinkhole – Kiosk
Comment
Compliance Level – Medium
Carpark access utilises common access way as part of required width.
Single WC opens to shop. Meets previous standards. Limited use.
Recommendation
Provide exhaust fan .
To remain and review in 10 years.

Asset # 8050 Umpherston Sinkhole ‐ Log Truck Pavilion
Comment
Compliance Level – N/A
General access around the display building – access from car park across driveway.
Recommendation
Assess repair work to roadway and path to building to ensure smooth access over next 12
months.

Asset # 672 Blue Lake Sport Park – Toilet Block ( Main Oval )
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No car bay access.
Poor access over lawn, mud, Down pipes drain to entrance,
No disabled toilet
Poor state of repair with significant rusted roof etc
Recommendation
Structurally at risk if added to.
Demolish and new construction. Review next 12 months for Budget

Asset # unallocated ‐ Blue Lake Sport Park – Toilet Block ( near Cycling )
Comment
Compliance level – LOW
Disabled toilet not of adequate size and poor pan support.
As above – significant issues with general access from driveway and general ground area.
Recommendation
Demolish and new construction. Review next 12 months for Budget.

Asset # 680 Blue Lake Sport Park – Toilet Block ( near Hockey )
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No disabled toilet
General access across grounds poor. Drainage poor.
Recommendation
Demolish and new building.
Detailed assessment on extent of use with view to relocating for better access from parking
and providing general access etc. Assess next 12 months with view to Budget for
replacement .

Asset # 7850 – Recycling Centre ‐ Office etc –
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
No designated car bay though carparking area could be adapted.
General access to the Building OK. Access passage OK.
No signage for toilets including the disabled.
Disabled are in accord with previous legislation. Limits to circulation and position of
dispensers ( minor ) back rest and position of rails.
Front counter not suited to disabled persons.
Recommendation
May be considered useable. To remain with assessment for minor matters within toilet and
alterations to counter.
Review in 10 years.

Asset # 7858 ‐ Western Border Soccer Association – James Street.
Comment
Unable to access. Older building with steps and limited access points.
For Further assessment.

Asset # 7903 – Senior Citizen Centre – James Street
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
Access from front OK noting adjacent car park.
Double front doors OK. Disabled toilet to rear. Door width as previous legislation (minor).
Size of disabled toilet as per previous legislation, limitation on size, circulation, door width
and some fittings.
Building limitations on extending.
Recommendation
Assess to install additional rails and relocate fittings.
Major works to assess in 10 years.

Asset # 7874 – SE Community Legal Building – Penola Road
Comment
Not able to access the building ( not occupied).
General car park can provide access to rear ramp – door as previous legislation.
Recommendation
Hold for further assessment prior to any further occupation.

Asset # 7895
Comment
Compliance Level –

This one has been missed !

Asset # 7899 – Toilet – James Street
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
Includes Baby Feed Area
General accees OK.
Minor aspects not in accord with current Regs – back rest, proximity to hand basin
Recommendation
To remain and review in 5 years.

Asset # 7907 0 Aquifer Tours – Toilet Block
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
Good general Access, In accord with previous Regulations, good circulation space
Minor matters Back rest
Recommendation
To remain and review in 5 years

Asset # 7911 – Lady Nelson Tourist Facility
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ MEDIUM
Car park Area does not have allocated width
Access ramp OK ‐ Auto door OK
Internal ramp to display not adequate width and turning
Counter area suitable
Toilet in accord with previous legislation, limited circulation, no back rest
Recommendation
Requires minor works to toilets.
Major works to partition walls to allow access to display areas
Review within next 12 months for inclusion in works.

Asset # 7915 – Council Depot Administration
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
General access to the building from the front is OK as is the front door, however the carpark
is well within the Depot and not well indicated.
Access form the depot area restricted with kerb, no specific carpark.
No disabled toilet.
As a public counter need to address suitability for disabled persons.
Recommendation
Determine if public access to Office – need to have accessible Counter etc.
Need for disabled toilet to be assessed. Major works to provide accessible toilet.
Assess within next 12 months to cost modifications to existing toilet and change room etc to
include disabled (unisex ) toilet.

Asset # 7930 ‐ Men’s Shed
Comment
Compliance Level – MEDIUM
General Access OK – one designated car bay not adequate marking or width.
Disabled toilet OK – minor aspects – back rest etc – need extra rail
Recommendation
Assess within the next 2 years to carry out minor works.

Asset # 7946 ‐ Frew centre ‐ Common Building
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ LOW
General Access OK. Door step large but main glass doors provide access.
No toilet facilities in this building.
Recommendation
Assess in conjunction with adjacent toilet block within next 12 months.

Asset # 7950 – Frew Park ‐ Toilet Block
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
Old Besser block structure – steep bitumen access
No disabled facilities – downpipes discharge to front area
Recommendation
Major facilities for Oval and community Centre
Major structural to accommodate
Demolish and new building to accommodate facilities for centre and Oval use taking into
account siting/levels. Assess within the next 12 months.

Asset # 7958 Civic Centre – Administration Office
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ LOW
Does not include Theatre and foyer areas.
Limited access throughout via small lift to upper levels,
Only disabled toilet is at lowest level and does not meet current standards.
Recommendation
Major review required independently of these preliminary findings. Major construction
ramifications to provide facilitate at upper levels which are used for public meetings.
Long term evaluation of the nature of use of the building suggested. Review within next 5
years.

Asset # 7962 – Varcoes Foundry Building – Ferrers Street
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
Building used by Country Arts – public use though infrequent.
Side entrance for disabled but limited within building.
One single toilet within poor access and totally not suitable for disabled.
Recommendation
Toilet appears to have non‐loadbearing walls and modifications may be possible.
Minor works to improve access within. Signage to be improved.
Assess within 12 months with view to major works within 3 years.

Asset # 7966 – Public Library
Comment
Compliance Level – HIGH
Very good access and provision of facilities.
Recommendation
To remain as is – no changes required – review in 10 years.

Asset # 7970 – Freemans Land – Valley Lake – Toilet Block (old dressing shed)
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ LOW
No dedicated car park – access bitumen path.
Disabled toilet needs many items, back rest, handles, hand basin
Recommendation
Major works required to meet current standards.
Review within next 2 years re extent of use and suitability of location.

Asset # 7974 – Vacant Building – Elizabeth Street
Comment
Access not possible. No report.

Asset # 7978 – Reidy Park‐ toilet – ( on Wehl street )
Comment
Compliance level – LOW
Poor access from footpath/street – poor access from Park is grass and mud – 300mm step.
No disabled toilet.
Recommendation
Review within next 12 months as to extent of use. Significant work to add on and achieve
levels for access though room to do this. Suggest major additions within 2 years.

Asset # 7982 – Old Tafe Theatre ‐ Wehl Street
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
Access is from the rear though no specific car park – general only.
Ramp to rear of building appears excessive then to ‘stage door’ to get to seating area.
Access to disabled toilet has to be via outside patio area to additional rear access.
Toilet is as per previous legislation toilet roll holder to be rectified, doors are width as
previous legislation – however circulation may be considered satisfactory.
Recommendation
Review within next 12 months with view to:‐
‐ Revising carparking area to formalise bays
‐ New ramp construction
‐ Assess provision of covered verandah(s) for access to rear door to disabled toilet.

Asset # 7990 – Old Gaol Backpackers – Margaret Street.
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
Noted this is a Heritage building
Limited access to majority of rooms which are raised form old step up construction
Existing toilet blocks have no disabled toilets. Manager advises that persons booking have to
be made aware of this.
To meet access requirements is a major Structural concern with old stone construction.
Rooms near Private Residence have individual toilets and may be able to be modified for
disabled access.
Recommendation
Specific review in conjunction with Heritage as to extent of works that may be
accommodated within the next 5 years.

Asset # 8002 – AF Sutton Reserve ‐ Toilet Block
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
Old Besser block structure in the middle of the reserve – very poor access ‐grass and mud
Building is structurally damaged, trashed and graffitied.
No disabled facility and existing standard facilities are damaged.
Skate park has been built adjacent.
Recommendation
Review within 12 months with view to complete demolition and new complex closer to road
and any parking area whilst accessible from the skate park.

Asset # 8010 ‐ Baptist Church – Olympic Park
Comment
Compliance Level ‐ LOW
No designated car bay access – front area grass.
Front door as previous legislation
Only one Toilet a as disabled unisex not current standard though reasonable circulation and
some rails.
Appears to be a lean‐to addition to old hall ‐ limited usage
Recommendation
Review in 5 years with view to alterations to toilet to accommodate new standards and
assess number of persons to determine if additional toilet would be appropriate. Could be
accommodated within existing area with changes to store.

Asset # 8022 – Aquatic centre – Margaret Street
Comment
Compliance Level – Medium
Note – NO Assessment has been made of the Public Swimming Pools and surrounding area.
Designated car bay which needs to be widened and access path to main entrance
Toilets and showers are accessible and generally in accord with previous legislation
Limited circulation and some fittings require review.
Overall well provided with facilities which satisfy need
Recommendation
It is understood that there may be significant changes to the building in the near future and
any review of changes to significant toilet and shower areas to depend on what
development occurs.

Asset # 8026 ‐ Reidy Park Centre – Main Buildings – Olympic Park
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No designated car park areas – ramp to main area OK
Doors are as per previous legislation – WC areas good though doors as previous legislation
No back rest etc.
Recommendation
Review in next 5 years to assess structural works to re‐do toilet areas.

AND – Old Class Rooms – Martial Arts
Comment
Compliance level ‐ Medium
Has ramp access – new stairs. Large WC area direct form main area.
Limited rail, no back rest.
Recommendation
Review within 2 years for minor works.

Asset # 8030 – Centenary Tower
Comment
Tower access is via steep cliff track. Not feasible to establish any disabled access or toilet
facility.

Asset # 8034 – Crematorium – Carinya Gardens
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No toilet facilities within the building – large number of persons congregation for limited
periods.
Access to toilets is down paths to Office building – 200 metres away.
General access from front port cochere OK and at upper level car park with long ramp down
to this building.
Recommendation
Review within next 3 years with view to toilets at this level and revised access ramp with
respect to grade and width, passing areas etc.

Asset # 8038 – Office for Cemetery – Carinya Gardens
Comment
Compliance Level – HIGH
Excellent access and toilet facilities. Minor matter back rest. Location of toilet roll holder
Recommendation
Facilities to remain ‐ review within 12 months for any minor matters.

Asset # 8058 – Gymnasium ( Karate ) – Percy Street
Comment
Unable to access building. Access form front car park poor.

Asset # 8062 – Pavilion ‐Toilet within – Marist Park
Comment
Compliance Level – LOW
No designated car park – access from lawn area.
Limited paving around building and to doors
Recommendation
Review within 3 years ‐ extent of use – view to extensions.

Asset # 11668 – Old Hospital Laundry – Toilet Block
Comment
Compliance level ‐ HIGH ( building )
New Exceloo installation with good access from main building area.
Access form car park areas are some distance away with narrow path to main building.
Limited signage from car park areas to get to toilets.
Recommendation
Within next 2 years assess access pathways and signage with view to alterations and
modifications to path for passing areas.
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